
have been based upon empty bed spaces in traditional housing formerly let to students – this is 
exactly what that part of Policy H15 and H15A are seeking to achieve.   

 

In respect of pedestrian routes we have referenced the comments of the Inspector in approving a 
154 bed scheme at Cardigan Road Glassworks. 

 

I look forward to hearing from you soon in respect of prospective meeting dates but envisage that 
we are looking at January 2013. 

 

With best wishes,

 

Simon    

 

 

Simon Grundy

Regional Director

simon.grundy@indigoplanning.com
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From: Windress, Andrew [mailto:Andrew.Windress@leeds.gov.uk] 
Sent: 17 September 2012 15:38
To: Simon Grundy
Subject: 46 Burley Street

 

Simon



 

The principle of student development on this site was discussed at 'Planning Board' today.  Subject 
to an acceptable design and supporting documentation highlighting the impact of the existing 
student community in the area (ie those studies you have referenced to identify the routes students 
take to get to Uni, bars, shops etc), the principle could be considered acceptable by officers.  Clearly 
there will still be local and political objection but if you can provide sufficient justification (the Council 
does not have this evidence), officers could use this evidence to make a positive recommendation to 
Panel.

 

I would also be interested to see some information highlighting the predictions for the future of 
student housing in this area in light of the reduced number of students attending university - we have 
a number of preapps for student development but have some concerns that not all are necessary.

 

I must also point out that Phil Crabtree and other had significant concerns regarding the scale of the 
proposed scheme outlined in the isometric sketches submitted to date and sought the removal of 
multiple floors.

 

Regards

 

Andrew

 

Andrew Windress

Senior Planner

Planning Services

Leeds City Council

Tel: 0113 39 51247

Fax: 0113 24 76518

www.leeds.gov.uk

 

 

 


